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Abstract. The relevance of the study is due to the methodological transition of the organization form from a social services producer to a Socially-oriented non-profit organization (SO NPO); which introduction should solve the problems of providing the Russian population with healthcare, education, social services and culture. The Input-Output tables were used as a methodological and informational base of the study, that make it possible to assess the SO NPOs’ output volume indicators and draw conclusions about this form prevalence in the social services sphere. The author has systematized the peculiarities of the SO NPOs activities as a social services producer, developed and presented a modern functioning model of socially oriented non-profit organizations. The results of the study show that the existing organizational and economic mechanism of the social services sphere, based on the SO NPOs activities, does not allow maximizing the social services output in limited resources conditions. The significant problems of SO NPOs participation in the social services provision are highlighted also. The methods are named in the conclusion, without which the institutional support of socially oriented non-profit organizations will not be effective. The author includes such methods as tender systems for materials purchasing, economies of scale achieving, stocks optimization and others.
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